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Abstract: Matrix factorization methods – including Factor analysis (FA),
and Principal Components Analysis (PCA) – are widely used for infer-
ring and summarizing structure in multivariate data. Many matrix fac-
torization methods exist, corresponding to different assumptions on the
elements of the underlying matrix factors. For example, many recent meth-
ods use a penalty or prior distribution to achieve sparse representations
(“Sparse FA/PCA”). Here we introduce a general Empirical Bayes ap-
proach to matrix factorization (EBMF), whose key feature is that it uses
the observed data to estimate prior distributions on matrix elements. We
derive a correspondingly-general variational fitting algorithm, which re-
duces fitting EBMF to solving a simpler problem – the so-called “nor-
mal means” problem. We implement this general algorithm, but focus
particular attention on the use of sparsity-inducing priors that are uni-
modal at 0. This yields a sparse EBMF approach – essentially a version of
sparse FA/PCA – that automatically adapts the amount of sparsity to the
data. We demonstrate the benefits of our approach through both numerical
comparisons with competing methods and through analysis of data from
the GTEx (Genotype Tissue Expression) project on genetic associations
across 44 human tissues. In numerical comparisons EBMF often provides
more accurate inferences than other methods. In the GTEx data, EBMF
identifies interpretable structure that concords with known relationships
among human tissues. Software implementing our approach is available at
https://github.com/stephenslab/flashr.
MSC 2010 subject classifications: Primary 60K35, 60K35; secondary
60K35.
Keywords and phrases: sample, LATEX 2ε.
1. Introduction
Matrix factorization methods are widely used for inferring and summarizing
structure in multivariate data. In brief, these methods represent an observed
nˆ p data matrix Y as:
Y “ LTF ` E (1.1)
where L is an K ˆ n matrix, F is a K ˆ p matrix, and E is an nˆ p matrix of
residuals. Here we adopt the notation and terminology of factor analysis, and
refer to L as the “loadings” and F as the “factors”.
The model (1.1) can be motivated in many ways, but one interpretation is
that each row of Y can be approximated by a linear combination of underlying
∗This work was supported by NIH grant HG02585 and by a grant from the Gordon and
Betty Moore Foundation
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“factors” (rows of F ), which – ideally – have some intuitive or scientific interpre-
tation. For example, suppose Yij represents the rating of a user i for a movie j.
Each factor might represent a genre of movie (“comedy”, “drama”, “romance”,
“horror” etc), and the ratings for a user i could be written as a linear com-
bination of these factors, with the weights (loadings) representing how much
individual i likes that genre. Or, suppose Yij represents the expression of gene j
in sample i. Each factor might represent a module of co-regulated genes, and the
data for sample i could be written as a linear combination of these factors, with
the loadings representing how active each module is in each sample. Many other
examples could be given across many fields, including psychometrics, economics,
text modeling, and population genetics.
Many commonly-encountered statistical tools can be viewed as arising from
(1.1) with different assumptions on L and F . For example Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) – or, more precisely, truncated Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) – can be interpreted as fitting (1.1) by least squares, assuming that
columns of L are orthogonal and columns of F are orthonormal (Eckart and
Young, 1936). Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (Lee and Seung, 1999
Oct 21) assumes elements of L and F are non-negative. Grade of membership
models (Erosheva, 2002), also known as admixture models (Pritchard et al.,
2000), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003), or topic models, also as-
sume that columns of L are non-negative, and additionally require that they
sum to one. Simple cluster models can be interpreted as further requiring that
exactly one element in each column of L is 1. Classical factor analysis (FA) arises
from assuming that the elements of F are independent standard normal and al-
lowing different residual variances for each column of Y (Rubin and Thayer,
1982). Bayesian variations on these ideas arise from placing prior distributions
on L and/or F (Bishop, 1999; Attias, 1999; Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2008).
And many methods – both Bayesian and other – assume sparsity of L and/or F
(West, 2003; Sabatti and James, 2005; Zou et al., 2006; Pournara and Wernisch,
2007; Carvalho et al., 2008; Witten et al., 2009; Engelhardt and Stephens, 2010;
Knowles and Ghahramani, 2011; Mayrink et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014; Gao
et al., 2016; Hore et al., 2016).
It is hard to overstate the collective impact of these methods: many of the
papers referenced above have hundreds or thousands of citations. Given the ex-
istence of many related methods that differ primarily in their assumptions on
L and F , it seems natural to ask whether one can learn from the data which
assumptions best fit a given dataset. Here we propose a general framework,
Empirical Bayes Matrix Factorization (EBMF), to help address this problem.
The key property of EBMF is that assumptions on both L and F are codified
by prior distributions which are themselves estimated from the data. Different
versions of EBMF arise from putting different restrictions on the prior distribu-
tions. Indeed, certain restrictions yield existing methods: for example, restricting
priors to be normal with mean 0 yields the methods from Bishop (1999). How-
ever, our general formulation of EBMF allows much more flexible prior families,
including sparse “spike-and-slab” distributions (Clyde and George, 2000; John-
stone et al., 2004), non-parametric unimodal (“adaptive shrinkage”) distribu-
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tions (Stephens, 2017), or even entirely non-parametric distributions (Koenker
and Mizera, 2014a). Furthermore, we provide a modular fitting procedure, based
on a variational approximation (Bishop, 1999), that can handle all of these cases
and more. This procedure fits EBMF by repeatedly solving a much simpler
problem – the “normal means” problem. In essence our procedure turns any EB
method for solving the normal means problem into a corresponding (iterative)
method for fitting EBMF.
After outlining the general EBMF framework and fitting procedure, we nar-
row our focus to a case that we view as particularly useful in practice: the use
of shrinkage-oriented priors. In this case EBMF yields flexible matrix factoriza-
tion algorithms that allow for sparsity and/or shrinkage on both the factors and
loadings, while not assuming it a priori. That is, the amount of sparsity and
shrinkage for each factor and loading is learned from the data, and our methods
can provide very sparse factors or loadings (like the sparse methods mentioned
above), or denser factors and loadings (more like PCA or classical FA), depend-
ing on what the data support. Furthermore, unlike most existing approaches,
our methods allow for any combination of dense and sparse loadings and/or
factors: some may be dense whereas others may be sparse.
We have implemented these methods in software, flash (Factors and Loadings
by Adaptive SHrinkage). We demonstrate the utility of these methods through
both numerical comparisons with competing methods and through a scientific
application: analysis of data from the GTEx (Genotype Tissue Expression)
project on genetic associations across 44 human tissues. In numerical compar-
isons flash often provides more accurate inferences than other methods, while
remaining computationally tractable for moderate-sized matrices (millions of
entries). In the GTEx data, flash highlight both effects that are shared across
many tissues (“dense” factors) and effects that are specific to a small number
of tissues (“sparse” factors). These sparse factors often highlight similarities
between tissues that are known to be biologically related, providing external
support for the reliability of the results.
2. The single-factor Empirical Bayes Matrix Factorization model
To simplify exposition we begin with a single factor (“rank 1”) EBMF model;
see Section 3 for the extension to multiple factors.
We define the single factor EBMF model as:
Y “ lfT ` E (2.1)
l1, . . . , ln „iid gl, gl P G (2.2)
f1, . . . , fp „iid gf , gf P G (2.3)
Eij „ Np0, 1{τijq with τ :“ pτijq P T . (2.4)
Here Y is the n ˆ p data matrix, l is an n-vector (the “loadings”), f is a
p-vector (the “factor”), G is some specified (possibly non-parametric) family
of distributions, gl and gf are unknown “prior” distributions that are to be
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estimated, E is an nˆp matrix of independent error terms, and τ is an unknown
nˆ p matrix of precisions (τij) which is assumed to lie in some space T . (This
allows structure to be imposed on τ , such as constant precision, τij “ τ , or
column-specific precisions, τij “ τj , for example.) Our methods allow that some
elements of Y may be “missing”, and can estimate the missing values (Section
4.1).
There are many possible choices of distributional family G, and our formu-
lation here is deliberately general. However, to give one concrete example, G
could be the family of non-parametric distributions that are unimodal at 0, as
in Stephens (2017). See Section 4 for further examples.
The role of the prior distributions gl, gf is to impose some kind of regular-
ization – for example, shrinkage or sparsity – on the loadings and factors. A key
feature of the EB approach is that these distributions are estimated from the
data, and in this way the EB approach automatically adapts (“tunes”) itself to
the data, learning an appropriate amount of sparsity for example. By allowing
different distributions, gl for l and gf for f , we allow different amounts of reg-
ularization on l compared with f . This could be important if, for example, l is
sparse but f is not. (It would be straightforward to allow gl and gf to belong
to different families Gl and Gf , but we do not pursue this here.)
Here it seems helpful to compare and contrast EBMF with approaches based
on penalized likelihood (e.g. Penalized Matrix Decomposition, Witten et al.,
2009, fits (2.1) with an L1 penalty on l and/or f). The EBMF and penalized
likelihood approaches share a common goal of regularizing l and/or f , but there
are important differences. Most notably, in EBMF the appropriate amount of
regularization is learned by solving an optimization problem (estimating gl, gf ),
and – as we shall see – this can be done for very flexible families G resulting
in correspondingly flexible regularization methods. In contrast, in penalization-
based methods the appropriate amount of regularization must be tuned in other
ways – usually cross validation, which tends to be computationally cumbersome,
and practical for only a very small number of tuning parameters (typically 1-2).
2.1. Fitting the EBMF model
Fitting the EBMF model involves estimating all of gl, gf , l,f , τ . A standard EB
approach would be to do this in two steps:
• Estimate gl, gf and τ , by maximizing the likelihood:
Lpgl, gf , τ q :“
ż ż
ppY |l,f , τ q glpdl1q . . . glpdlnq gf pdf1q . . . gf pdfpq (2.5)
over gl, gf P G and τ P T . (This optimum will typically not be unique
because of identifiability issues; see Section 3.2.)
• Estimate l and f using their posterior distribution: ppl,f |Y, gˆl, gˆf , τˆ q.
However, both these two steps are difficult, even for very simple choices of G,
so we resort to variational approximations which can be thought of as approx-
imating this approach. Variational approximations have often been used in the
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past for fitting related models (e.g. Bishop, 1999; Ghahramani and Beal, 2000;
Stegle et al., 2012; Hore et al., 2016).
2.1.1. A Variational Approximation
The variational approach (see Blei et al. (2016) for review) begins by writing
the log of the likelihood (2.5) as:
lpgl, gf , τ q :“ logLpgl, gf , τ q (2.6)
“ F pq, gl, gf , τ q `DKLpq||pq (2.7)
where
F pq, gl, gf , τ q “
ż
qpl,fq log ppY, l,f |gl, gf , τ q
qpl,fq dl df , (2.8)
and
DKLpq||pq “ ´
ż
qpl,fq log ppl,f |Y, gl, gf , τ q
qpl,fq dl df (2.9)
is the Kullback–Leibler divergence from q to p. This identity holds for any
distribution qpl,fq. Because DKL is non-negative, it follows that F pq, gl, gf , τ q
is a lower bound for the log likelihood:
lpgl, gf , τ q ě F pq, gl, gf , τ q (2.10)
with equality when qpl,fq “ ppl,f |Y, gl, gf , τ q.
In other words,
lpgl, gf , τ q “ max
q
F pq, gl, gf , τ q, (2.11)
where the maximization is over all possible distributions qpl,fq. Maximizing
lpgl, gf , τ q can thus be viewed as maximizing F over q, gl, gf , τ . However, as
noted above, this maximization is difficult. The variational approach simplifies
the problem by maximizing F but restricting the family of distributions for q.
Specifically, the most common variational approach – and the one we consider
here – restricts q to the family Q of distributions that “fully-factorize”:
Q “
#
q : qpl,fq “
nź
i“1
ql,ipliq
pź
j“1
qf,jpfjq
+
. (2.12)
The variational approach seeks to optimize F over q, gl, gf , τ with the constraint
q P Q. For q P Q we can write qpl,fq “ qlplqqf pfq where qlplq “ śni“1 ql,ipliq
and qf pfq “ śpj“1 qf,jpfjq, and we can consider the problem as maximizing
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q.
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2.1.2. Alternating optimization
We optimize F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q by alternating between optimizing over variables
related to l [pql, glq], over variables related to f [pqf , gf q], and over τ . Each of
these steps is guaranteed to increase (or, more precisely, not decrease) F , and
convergence can be assessed by (for example) stopping when these optimization
steps yield a very small increase in F . Note that F may be multi-modal, and
there is no guarantee that the algorithm will converge to a global optimum. The
approach is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Alternating Optimization for EBMF (rank 1)
Require: Initial values q
p0q
l
, q
p0q
f
, g
p0q
l
, g
p0q
f
1: tÐ 0
2: repeat
3: tÐ t` 1
4: τ ptq Ð arg maxτ F pqpt´1ql , qpt´1qf , gpt´1ql , gpt´1qf , τ q
5: q
ptq
l
, g
ptq
l
Ð arg maxql,gl F pql, qpt´1qf , gl, gpt´1qf , τ ptqq.
6: q
ptq
f
, g
ptq
f
Ð arg maxqf ,gf F pqptql , qf , gptql , gf , τ ptqq.
7: until converged
8: return q
ptq
l
, q
ptq
f
, g
ptq
l
, g
ptq
f
, τ ptq
The key steps in Algorithm 1 are the maximizations in Steps 4-6.
Step 4, the update of τ , involves computing the expected squared residuals:
ĎR2ij :“ Eql,qf rpYij ´ lifjq2s (2.13)
“ rYij ´ EqlpliqEqf pfjqs2 ´ Eqlpliq2Eqf pfjq2 ` Eqlpl2i qEqf pf2j q. (2.14)
This is straightforward provided the first and second moments of ql and qf are
available. (See Appendix A.1 for details of the update.)
Steps 5 and 6 are essentially identical except for switching the role of l and
f . A key result is that each of these steps can be achieved by solving a sim-
pler problem – the Empirical Bayes normal means (EBNM) problem. The next
subsection (2.1.3) describes the EBNM problem, and the following subsection
(2.1.4) details how this can be used to solve Steps 5 and 6.
2.1.3. The EBNM problem
Suppose we have observations x “ px1, . . . , xnq of underlying quantities θ “
pθ1, . . . , θnq, with independent Gaussian errors with known standard deviations
s “ ps1, . . . , snq. Suppose further that the elements of θ are assumed i.i.d. from
some distribution, g P G. That is,
x|θ „ Nnpθ,diagps21, . . . , s2nqq (2.15)
θ1, . . . , θn „iid g, g P G, (2.16)
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where Nnpµ,Σq denotes the n-dimensional normal distribution with mean µ
and covariance matrix Σ.
By solving the EBNM problem we mean fitting the model (2.15)-(2.16) by
the following two-step procedure:
1. Estimate g by maximum (marginal) likelihood:
gˆ “ arg max
gPG
ź
j
ż
ppxj |θj , sjqgpdθjq. (2.17)
2. Compute the posterior distribution for θ given gˆ,
ppθ|x, s, gˆq9
ź
j
gˆpθjqppxj |θj , sjq. (2.18)
Later in this paper we will have need for the posterior first and second
moments, so we define them here for convenience:
θ¯j :“ Epθj |x, s, gˆq (2.19)sθ2j :“ Epθ2j |x, s, gˆq. (2.20)
Formally, this procedure defines a mapping (which depends on the family G)
from the known quantities px, sq, to pgˆ, pq, where gˆ, p are given in (2.17) and
(2.18). We use EBNM to denote this mapping:
EBNMpx, sq “ pgˆ, pq. (2.21)
Remark 1. Solving the EBNM problem is central to all our algorithms, so it is
worthwhile to spend some time to understand it. A key point is that the EBNM
problem provides an attractive and flexible way to induce shrinkage and/or spar-
sity in estimates of θ. For example, if θ is truly sparse, with many elements at
or near 0, then the estimate gˆ will typically have considerable mass near 0, and
the posterior means (2.19) will be “shrunk” strongly toward 0 compared with the
original observations. In this sense solving the EBNM problem can be thought
of as a model-based analogue of thresholding-based methods, with the advantage
that by estimating g from the data the EBNM approach automatically adapts to
provide an appropriate level of shrinkage. These ideas have been used in wavelet
denoising (Clyde and George, 2000; Johnstone et al., 2004; Johnstone and Sil-
verman, 2005a; Xing and Stephens, 2016), and false discovery rate estimation
(Thomas et al., 1985; Stephens, 2017) for example. Here we apply them to ma-
trix factorization problems.
2.1.4. Connecting the EBMF and EBNM problems
The EBNM problem is well studied, and can be solved reasonably easily for
many choices of G (e.g. Johnstone and Silverman, 2005b; Koenker and Mizera,
2014a; Stephens, 2017). In Section 4 we give specific examples; for now our
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main point is that if one can solve the EBNM problem for a particular choice
of G then it can be used to implement Steps 5 and 6 in Algorithm 1 for the
corresponding EBMF problem. The following Proposition formalizes this for
Step 5 of Algorithm 1; a similar proposition holds for Step 6 (see also Appendix
A).
Proposition 1. Step 5 in Algorithm 1 is solved by solving an EBNM problem.
Specifically
arg max
ql,gl
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q “ EBNMplˆpY, sf ,Ďf2, τ q, slpĎf2, τ qq (2.22)
where the functions lˆ : RnˆpˆRpˆRpˆRnˆp Ñ Rn and sl : RpˆRnˆp Ñ Rn
are given by
lˆpY,v,w, τ qi :“
ř
j τijYijvjř
j τijwj
, (2.23)
slpw, τ qi :“
˜ÿ
j
τijwj
¸´0.5
, (2.24)
and sf ,Ďf2 P Rp denote the vectors whose elements are the first and second
moments of f under qf : sf :“ pEqf pfjqq (2.25)Ďf2 :“ pEqf pf2j qq. (2.26)
Proof. See Appendix A.
For intuition into where the EBNM in Proposition 1 comes from, consider
estimating l, gl in (2.1) with f and τ known. The model then becomes n inde-
pendent regressions of the rows of Y on f , and the maximum likelihood estimate
for l has elements:
lˆi “
ř
j τijYijfjř
j τijf
2
j
, (2.27)
with standard errors
si “
˜ÿ
j
τijf
2
j
¸´0.5
. (2.28)
Further, it is easy to show that
lˆi „ Npli, s2i q. (2.29)
Combining (2.29) with the prior
l1, . . . , ln „iid gl, gl P G (2.30)
yields an EBNM problem.
The EBNM in Proposition 1 is the same as the EBNM (2.29)-(2.30) , but
with the terms fj and f
2
j replaced with their expectations under qf . Thus, the
update for pql, glq in Algorithm 1, with pqf , gf , τ q fixed, is closely connected to
solving the EBMF problem for “known f , τ”.
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2.2. Streamlined implementation using first and second moments
Although Algorithm 1, as written, optimizes over pql, qf , gl, gf q, in practice each
step requires only the first and second moments of the distributions ql and qf .
For example, the EBNM problem in Proposition 1 involves sf and Ďf2 and not gf .
Consequently, we can simplify implementation by keeping track of only those
moments. In particular, when solving the normal means problem, EBNMpx, sq
in (2.21), we need only return the posterior first and second moments (2.19) and
(2.20). This results in a streamlined and intuitive implementation, summarized
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Streamlined Alternating Optimization for EBMF (rank 1)
Require: A data matrix Y (nˆ p)
Require: A function, ebnmpx, sq Ñ psθ,Ďθ2q, that solves the EBNM problem (2.15)-(2.16) and
returns the first and second posterior moments (2.19)-(2.20).
Require: A function, initpY q Ñ plˆ, fˆq that produces initial estimates for l (an n vector)
and f (a p vector) given data Y . (For example, rank 1 singular value decomposition.)
1: Initialize first moments psl, sfq, using psl, sfq Ð initpY q
2: Initialize second moments p sl2,Ďf2q, by squaring first moments: sl2 Ð psl2i q and Ďf2 Ð p sf2j q.
3: repeat
4: Compute the matrix of expected squared residuals ĎR2ij from (2.13).
5: τj Ð n{ři ĎR2ij . [This update assumes column-specific variances; it can be modified
to make other assumptions.]
6: Compute lˆpY, sf ,Ďf2, τ q and standard errors slp sl2, τ q, using (2.23) and (2.24).
7: psl, sl2q Ð ebnmplˆ, slq.
8: Compute fˆpY, sl, sl2, τ q and standard errors sf p sl2, τ q (similarly as for lˆ and sl; see
(A.14) and (A.15)).
9: p sf ,Ďf2q Ð ebnmpfˆ , sf q.
10: until converged
11: return sl, sl2, sf ,Ďf2, τ
Algorithm 2 has a very intuitive form: it has the flavor of an alternating least
squares algorithm, which alternates between estimating l given f (Step 6) and
f given l (Step 8), but with the addition of the ebnm step (Steps 7 and 9),
which can be thought of as regularizing or shrinking the estimates: see Remark
1. This viewpoint highlights connections with related algorithms. For example,
the (rank 1 version of the) SSVD algorithm from Yang et al. (2014) has a similar
form, but uses a thresholding function in place of the ebnm function to induce
shrinkage and/or sparsity.
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3. The K-factor EBMF model
We generalize the single factor EBMF model to allow for K factors as follows:
Y “
Kÿ
k“1
lkf
T
k ` E (3.1)
lk1, . . . , lkn „iid glk , glk P G (3.2)
fk1, . . . , fkp „iid gfk , gfk P G (3.3)
Eij „ Np0, 1{τijq with τ :“ pτijq P T . (3.4)
A key feature of this model is that it has a separate “prior” distribution g for
each loading and factor. This makes the model very flexible, allowing it to adapt
to any combination of sparse and dense loadings and factors. This flexibility is
harder to achieve with penalization-based approaches that use CV to select
tuning parameters: tuning 2K (or even K) parameters by CV is difficult.
It is straightforward to extend the variational approach to fit this K fac-
tor model. The details are in Appendix A. In brief, we introduce variational
distributions pqlk , qfkq for k “ 1, . . . ,K, and then optimize the objective func-
tion F pql1 , gl1 , qf1 , gf1 ; . . . ; qlK , glK , qfK , gfK ; τ q. Similar to the rank-1 model,
this optimization can be done by iteratively updating parameters relating to a
single loading or factor, keeping other parameters fixed. And again we simplify
implementation by keeping track of only the first and second moments of the
distributions qlk and qfk , which we denote
slk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k. The updates to slk, sl2k
(and sfk,Ďf2k) are essentially identical to those for fitting the rank 1 model above,
but with Yij replaced with the residuals obtained by removing the estimated
effects of the other k ´ 1 factors:
Rkij :“ Yij ´
ÿ
k1‰k
slk1i sfk1j . (3.5)
Based on this approach we have implemented two algorithms for fitting the
K-factor model. First, a simple “greedy” algorithm, which starts by fitting the
rank 1 model, and then adds factors k “ 2, . . . ,K, one at a time, optimizing
over the new factor parameters before moving on to the next factor. Second, a
“backfitting” algorithm (Breiman and Friedman, 1985), which iteratively refines
the estimates for each factor given the estimates for the other factors. Both
algorithms are detailed in Appendix A
3.1. Selecting K
An interesting feature of EBMF is that it can automatically select the number
of factors K. This is because the maximum likelihood solution to glk , gfk is
sometimes a point mass on 0 (provided the family G includes this distribution).
Furthermore, the same is true of the solution to the variational approximation
(see also Bishop, 1999; Stegle et al., 2012). This means that if K is set sufficiently
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large then some loading/factor combinations will be optimized to be exactly 0.
(Or, in the greedy approach, which adds one factor at a time, the algorithm will
eventually add a factor that is exactly 0, at which point it terminates.)
Here we note that the variational approximation is expected to result in con-
servative estimation (i.e. underestimation) of K compared with the (intractable)
use of maximum likelihood to estimate gl, gf . For simplicity we focus on the sim-
plest case: comparing K “ 1 vs K “ 0.
Let δ0 denote the degenerate distribution with all its mass at 0. Note that
the rank-1 factor model (2.1), with gl “ δ0 (or gf “ δ0) is essentially a “rank-0”
model. Now note that the variational lower bound, F , is exactly equal to the
log-likelihood when gl “ δ0 (or gf “ δ0). This is because if the prior is a point
mass at 0 then the posterior is also a point mass, which trivially factorizes as
a product of point masses, and so the variational family Q includes the true
posterior in this case. Since F is a lower bound to the log-likelihood we have
the following simple lemma:
Lemma 1. If F pqˆ, gˆl, gˆf , τˆq ą F pδ0, δ0, δ0, τˆ0q then lpgˆl, gˆf , τˆq ą lpδ0, δ0, τˆ0q.
Proof.
lpgˆl, gˆf , τˆq ě F pqˆ, gˆl, gˆf , τˆq ą F pδ0, δ0, δ0, τˆ0q “ lpδ0, δ0, τˆ0q (3.6)
Thus, if the variational approximation F favors gˆl, gˆf , τˆ over the rank 0
model, then it is guaranteed that the likelihood would also favor gˆl, gˆf , τˆ over
the rank 0 model. In other words, compared with the likelihood, the variational
approximation is conservative in terms of preferring the rank 1 model to the rank
0 model. This conservatism is a double-edged sword. On the one hand it means
that if the variational approximation finds structure it should be taken seriously.
On the other hand it means that the variational approximation may miss subtle
structure, and indeed we have sometimes seen this behavior in simulations (not
shown).
In practice Algorithm 2 can converge to a local optimum of F that is not as
high as the trivial (rank 0) solution, F pδ0, δ0, δ0, τˆ0q. We can add a check for this
at the end of Algorithm 2, and set gˆl “ gˆf “ δ0 and τˆ “ τˆ0 when this occurs.
3.2. Identifiability
In EBMF each loading and factor is identifiable, at best, only up to a multi-
plicative constant (provided G is a scale family). Specifically, scaling the prior
distributions gfk and glk by ck and 1{ck respectively results in the same marginal
likelihood, and also results in a corresponding scaling of the posterior distribu-
tion on the factors fk and loadings lk (e.g. it scales the posterior first moments by
ck, 1{ck and the second moments by c2k, 1{c2k). However, this non-identifiability
is not generally a problem, and if necessary it could be dealt with by re-scaling
factor estimates to have norm 1.
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4. Software implementation: flash
We have implemented Algorithms 2, 4 and 5 in an R package, flash (“factors and
loadings via adaptive shrinkage”). These algorithms can fit the EBMF model for
any choice of distributional family G: the user must simply provide a function
to solve the EBNM problem for G.
One source of functions for solving the EBNM problem is the “adaptive
shrinkage” (ashr) package, which implements methods from Stephens (2017).
These methods solve the EBNM problem for several flexible choices of G, in-
cluding:
• G “ SN , the set of all scale mixtures of zero-centered normals;
• G “ SU , the set of all symmetric unimodal distributions, with mode at 0;
• G “ U , the set of all unimodal distributions, with mode at 0;
• G “ U`, the set of all non-negative unimodal distributions, with mode at
0.
These methods are computationally stable and efficient, being based on con-
vex optimization methods (Koenker and Mizera, 2014b) and analytic Bayesian
posterior computations.
We have also implemented functions to solve the EBNM problem for addi-
tional choices of G in the package ebnm (https://github.com/stephenslab/
ebnm). These include G being the “point-normal” family (i.e. distributions that
are a mixture of a point mass at zero and a normal). This choice is less flexible
than those in ashr, and involves non-convex optimizations, but can be faster.
4.1. Missing data
If some elements of Y are missing, then this is easily dealt with. For example, the
sums over j in (2.23) and (2.24) are simply computed using only the j for which
Yij is not missing. This corresponds to an assumption that the missing elements
of Y are “missing at random” (Rubin, 1976). In practice we implement this by
setting τij “ 0 whenever Yij is missing (and filling in the missing entries of Y to
an arbitrary number). This allows the implementation to exploit standard fast
matrix multiplication routines, which cannot handle missing data. If many data
points are missing then it may be helpful to exploit sparse matrix routines, but
we have not yet implemented this.
4.2. Initialization
Both the rank 1 algorithm (Algorithm 2) and the greedy algorithm (Algorithm
4) require a rank 1 initialization procedure, init. Here, we use the softImpute
function from the package softImpute Mazumder et al. (2010) (with penalty
parameter λ “ 0), which essentially performs SVD when Y is completely ob-
served, but can also deal with missing values in Y .
The backfitting algorithm (5) also requires initialization. One option is to use
the greedy algorithm to initialize, which we call “greedy+backfitting”.
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5. Numerical Comparisons
We now compare our methods with several competing approaches. To keep
these comparisons manageable in scope we focus attention on methods that
aim to capture possible sparsity in L and/or F . For EBMF we present results
for two different shrinkage-oriented prior families, G: the scale mixture of nor-
mals (G “ SN), and the point-normal family (see above). We denote these
flash and flash pn respectively when we need to distinguish. In addition we con-
sider Sparse Factor Analysis (SFA) (Engelhardt and Stephens, 2010), SFAmix
(Gao et al., 2013) , Nonparametric Bayesian Sparse Factor Analysis (NBSFA)
(Knowles and Ghahramani, 2011), Penalized Matrix Decomposition (Witten
et al., 2009) (PMD, implemented in the R package PMA), and Sparse SVD (Yang
et al., 2014) (SSVD, implemented in R package ssvd). These represent a wide
range of different approaches to inducing sparsity: SFA, SFAmix and NBSFA
are three Bayesian approaches with quite different approaches to prior speci-
fication; PMD is based on a penalized likelihood with L1 penalty on factors
and/or loadings; SSVD is based on iterative thresholding of singular vectors.
We also compare with softImpute (Mazumder et al., 2010), which does not ex-
plicitly model sparsity in L and F , but fits a regularized low-rank matrix using
a nuclear-norm penalty. Finally, for comparison we use standard (truncated)
SVD.
All of the Bayesian methods (flash, SFA, SFAmix and NBSFA) are “self-
tuning”, at least to some extent, and we applied them here with default values.
According to Yang et al. (2014) SSVD is robust to choice of tuning param-
eters, so we also ran SSVD with its default values, using the robust option
(method="method"). The softImpute method has a single tuning parameter (λ,
which controls the nuclear norm penalty), and we chose this penalty by orthogo-
nal cross-validation (OCV; Appendix B). The PMD method can use two tuning
parameters (one for l and one for f) to allow different sparsity levels in l vs f .
However, since tuning two parameters can be inconvenient it also has the option
to use a single parameter for both l and f . We used OCV to tune parameters
in both cases, referring to the methods as PMD.cv2 (2 tuning parameters) and
PMD.cv1 (1 tuning parameter).
5.1. Simple Simulations
5.1.1. A single factor example
We simulated data with n “ 200, p “ 300 under the single-factor model (2.1)
with sparse loadings, and a non-sparse factor:
li „ pi0δ0 ` p1´ pi0q
5ÿ
m“1
1
5
Np0, σ2mq (5.1)
fj „ Np0, 1q (5.2)
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where δ0 denotes a point mass on 0, and pσ21 , . . . , σ25q :“ p0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4q. We
simulated using three different levels of sparsity on the loadings, using pi0 “
0.9, 0.3, 0. (We set the noise precision τ “ 1, 1{16, 1{25 in these three cases to
make each problem not too easy and not too hard.)
We applied all methods to this rank-1 problem, specifying the true value
K “ 1. (The NBSFA software does not provide the option to fix K, so is
omitted here.) We compare methods in their accuracy in estimating the true
low-rank structure (B :“ lfT ) using relative root mean squared error:
RRMSEpBˆ, Bq :“
gffeři,jpBˆij ´Bijq2ř
i,j B
2
ij
. (5.3)
Despite the simplicity of this simulation, the methods vary greatly in perfor-
mance (Figure 1). flash (both versions) consistently outperforms all the other
methods across all scenarios (although softImpute performs similarly in the
non-sparse case). The next best performances come from softImpute (SI.cv),
PMD.cv2 and SFA, whose relative performances depend on the scenario. All
three consistently improve on, or do no worse than, SVD. PMD.cv1 performs
similarly to SVD. The SFAmix method performs very variably, sometimes pro-
viding very poor estimates, possibly due to poor convergence of the MCMC
algorithm (it is the only method here that uses MCMC). The SSVD method con-
sistently performs worse than simple SVD, possibly because it is more adapted
to both factors and loadings being sparse (and possibly because, following Yang
et al. (2014), we did not use CV to tune its parameters). Inspection of individual
results suggests that the poor performance of both SFAmix and SSVD is often
due to over-shrinking of non-zero loadings to zero.
5.1.2. A sparse bi-cluster example (rank 3)
An important feature of our EBMF methods is that they estimate separate
distributions gl, gf for each factor and each loading, allowing them to adapt to
any combination of sparsity in the factors and loadings. This flexibility is not
easy to achieve in other ways. For example, methods that use CV are generally
limited to one or two tuning parameters because of the computational difficulties
of searching over a larger space.
To illustrate this flexibility we simulated data under the factor model (2.1)
with n “ 150, p “ 240, K “ 3, τ “ 1{4, and:
l1,i „ Np0, 22q i “ 1, . . . , 10 (5.4)
l2,i „ Np0, 1q i “ 11, . . . , 60 (5.5)
l3,i „ Np0, 1{22q i “ 61, . . . , 150 (5.6)
f1,j „ Np0, 1{22q j “ 1, . . . , 80 (5.7)
f2,j „ Np0, 1q j “ 81, . . . , 160 (5.8)
f3,j „ Np0, 22q j “ 161, . . . , 240, (5.9)
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Fig 1: Boxplots comparing accuracy of flash with several other methods in a
simple rank-1 simulation. This simulation involves a single dense factor, and a
loading that varies from strong sparsity (90% zeros, left) to no sparsity (right).
Accuracy is measured by difference in each methods RRMSE from the flash
RRMSE, with smaller values indicating highest accuracy. The y axis is plotted
on a non-linear (square-root) scale to avoid the plots being dominated by poorer-
performing methods.
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with all other elements of lk and fk set to zero for k “ 1, 2, 3. This example has
a sparse bi-cluster structure where distinct groups of samples are each loaded
on only one factor (Figure 2a), and both the size of the groups and number of
variables in each factor vary.
We applied flash, softImpute, SSVD and PMD to this example. (We excluded
SFA and SFAmix since these methods do not model sparsity in both factors and
loadings.) The results (Figure 2) show that again flash consistently outperforms
the other methods, and again the next best is softImpute. On this example
both SSVD and PMD outperform SVD. Although SSVD and PMD perform
similarly on average, their qualitative behavior is different: PMD insufficiently
shrink the 0 values, whereas SSVD shrinks the 0 values well but overshrinks
some of the signal, essentially removing the smallest of the three loading/factor
combinations (Figure 2b).
5.2. Missing data imputation for real datasets
Here we compare methods in their ability to impute missing data using five real
data sets. In each case we “hold out” (mask) some of the data points, and then
apply the methods to obtain estimates of the missing values. The data sets are
as follows:
MovieLens 100K data, an (incomplete) 943ˆ 1682 matrix of user-movie rat-
ings (integers from 1 to 5) (Harper and Konstan, 2016). Most users do not rate
most movies, so the matrix is sparsely observed (94% missing), and contains
about 100K observed ratings. We hold out a fraction of the observed entries
and assess accuracy of methods in estimating these. We centered and scaled the
ratings for each user before analysis.
GTEx eQTL summary data, a 16 069ˆ 44 matrix of Z scores computed test-
ing association of genetic variants (rows) with gene expression in different hu-
man tissues (columns). These data come from the Genotype Tissue Expression
(GTEx) project (Consortium et al., 2015), which assessed the effects of thou-
sands of “eQTLs” across 44 human tissues. (An eQTL is a genetic variant that
is associated with expression of a gene.) To identify eQTLs, the project tested
for association between expression and every near-by genetic variant, each test
yielding a Z score. The data used here are the Z scores for the most signifi-
cant genetic variant for each gene (the “top” eQTL). See Section 5.3 for more
detailed analyses of these data.
Brain Tumor data, a 43ˆ 356 matrix of gene expression measurements on 4
different types of brain tumor (included in the denoiseR package, Josse et al.,
2016). We centered each column before analysis.
Presidential address data, a 13 ˆ 836 matrix of word counts from the inau-
gural addresses of 13 US presidents (1940–2009) (also included in the denoiseR
package, Josse et al., 2016). Since both row and column means vary greatly we
centered and scaled both rows and columns before analysis, using the biScale
function from softImpute.
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(a) Left: Illustration of the true latent rank-3 block structure used in these simulations.
Right boxplots comparing accuracy of flash with several other methods across 100
replicates. Accuracy is measured by the difference of each methods RRMSE from the
flash RRMSE, so smaller is better.
(b) Illustration of tendency of each method to either over-shrink the signal (SSVD) or
under-shrink the noise (SI.cv, PMD.cv1, SVD) compared with flash. Each panel shows
the mean absolute value of the estimated structure from each method.
Fig 2: Results from simulations with sparse bi-cluster structure (K “ 3).
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Breast cancer data, a 251ˆ226 matrix of gene expression measurements from
Carvalho et al. (2008), which were used as an example in the paper introducing
NBSFA (Knowles and Ghahramani, 2011). Following Knowles and Ghahramani
(2011) we centered each column (gene) before analysis.
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Fig 3: Comparison of the accuracy of different methods in imputing missing
data. Each panel shows a boxplot of error rates (RMSE) for 20 simulations
based on masking observed entries in a real data set.
Among the methods considered above, only flash, PMD and softImpute can
handle missing data. We add NBSFA (Knowles and Ghahramani, 2011) to these
comparisons. To emphasize the importance of parameter tuning we include re-
sults for PMD and softImpute with default settings (denoted PMD, SI) as well
as using cross-validation (PMD.cv1, SI.cv).
For these real data the appropriate value of K is, of course, unknown. Both
flash and NBSFA automatically estimate K. For PMD and softImpute we spec-
ified K based on the values inferred by flash and NBSFA. (Specifically, we used
K “ 10, 30, 20, 10, 40 respectively for the five datasets.)
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We applied each method to all 5 data sets, using 10-fold OCV (Appendix B)
to mask data points for imputation, repeated 20 times (with different random
number seeds) for each dataset. We measure imputation accuracy using root
mean squared error (RMSE):
RMSEpYˆ , Y ; Ωq “
d
1
|Ω |
ÿ
ijPΩ
pYij ´ Yˆijq2. (5.10)
where Ω is the set of indices of the held-out data points.
The results are shown in Figure 3. Although the ranking of methods varies
among datasets, flash, PMD.cv1 and SI.cv perform similarly on average, and
consistently outperform NBSFA, which in turn typically outperforms (untuned)
PMD and unpenalized softImpute. These results highlight the importance of
appropriate tuning for the penalized methods, and also the effectiveness of the
EB method in flash to provide automatic tuning.
In these comparisons, as in the simulations, the two flash methods typically
performed similarly. The exception is the GTEx data, where the scale mixture of
normals (G “ SN) performed worse. Detailed investigation revealed this to be
due to a very small number of very large “outlier” imputed values, well outside
the range of the observed data, which grossly inflated RMSE. These outliers
were so extreme that it should be possible to implement a filter to avoid them.
However, we did not do this here as it seems useful to highlight this unexpected
behavior. (Note that this occurs only when data are missing, and even then only
in one of the five datasets considered here.)
5.3. Sharing of genetic effects on gene expression among tissues
To illustrate flash in a scientific application, we applied it to the GTEx data
described above, a 16, 069ˆ44 matrix of Z scores, with Zij reflecting the strength
(and direction) of effect of eQTL i in tissue j. We applied flash with G “ SN
using the greedy+backfitting algorithm (i.e. the backfitting algorithm, initialized
using the greedy algorithm).
The flash results yielded 26 factors (Figure 4-5) which summarize the main
patterns of eQTL sharing among tissues (and, conversely, the main patterns of
tissue-specificity). For example, the first factor has approximately equal weight
for every tissue, and reflects the fact that many eQTLs show similar effects
across all 44 tissues. The second factor has strong effects only in the 10 brain
tissues, from which we infer that some eQTLs show much stronger effects in
brain tissues than other tissues.
Subsequent factors tend to be sparser, and many have a strong effect in
only one tissue, capturing “tissue-specific” effects. For example, the 3rd factor
shows a strong effect only in whole blood, and captures eQTLs that have much
stronger effects in whole blood than other tissues. (Two tissues, “Lung” and
“Spleen”, show very small effects in this factor but with the same sign as blood.
This is intriguing since the lung has recently been found to make blood cells
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(Lefranc¸ais et al., 2017) and a key role of the spleen is storing of blood cells.)
Similarly Factors 7, 11 and 14 capture effects specific to “Testis”, “Thyroid”
and “Esophagus Mucosa” respectively.
A few other factors show strong effects in a small number of tissues that are
known to be biologically related, providing support that the factors identified
are scientifically meaningful. For example, factor 10 captures the two tissues
related to the cerebellum, “Brain Cerebellar Hemisphere” and “Brain Cere-
bellum”. Factor 19 captures tissues related to female reproduction, “Ovary”,
“Uterus” and “Vagina”. Factor 5 captures “Muscle Skeletal”, with small but
concordant effects in the heart tissues (“Heart Atrial Appendage” and “Heart
Left Ventricle”). Factor 4, captures the two skin tissues (“Skin Not Sun Exposed
Suprapubic”, “Skin Sun Exposed Lower leg”) and also “Esophagus Mucosa”,
possibly reflecting the sharing of squamous cells that are found in both the
surface of the skin, and the lining of the digestive tract. In factor 24, “Colon
Transverse” and “Small Intestine Terminal Ileum” show the strongest effects
(and with same sign), reflecting some sharing of effects in these intestinal tis-
sues. Among the 26 factors, only a few are difficult to interpret biologically (e.g.
factor 8).
To highlight the benefits of sparsity, we contrast the flash results with those
for softImpute, which was the best-performing method in the missing data as-
sessments on these data, but which uses a nuclear norm penalty that does not
explicitly reward sparse factors or loadings. The first eight softImpute factors
are shown in Figure 6. The softImpute results – except for the first two factors
– show little resemblance to the flash results, and in our view are harder to
interpret.
5.4. Computational demands
It is difficult to make general statements about computational demands of our
methods, because both the number of factors and number of iterations per
factor can vary considerably depending on the data. However, to give a specific
example, running our current implementation of the greedy algorithm on the
GTEx data (a 16,000 by 44 matrix) takes about 140s (wall time) for G point-
normal and 650s for G “ SN (on a 2015 MacBook Air with a 2.2 GHz Intel
Core i7 processor and 8Gb RAM). By comparison, a single run of softImpute
without CV takes 2-3s, so a naive implementation of 5-fold CV with 10 different
tuning parameters and 10 different values of K would take over 1000s (although
one could improve on this by use of warm starts for example).
6. Discussion
Here we discuss some potential extensions or modifications of our work.
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Factor 13 ; pve: 0.003 Factor 14 ; pve: 0.004
Factor 11 ; pve: 0.005 Factor 12 ; pve: 0.003
Factor 9 ; pve: 0.002 Factor 10 ; pve: 0.004
Factor 7 ; pve: 0.011 Factor 8 ; pve: 0.008
Factor 5 ; pve: 0.012 Factor 6 ; pve: 0.01
Factor 3 ; pve: 0.016 Factor 4 ; pve: 0.01
Factor 1 ; pve: 0.694 Factor 2 ; pve: 0.022
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Fig 4: Results from running flash on GTEx data (factors 1 - 8). The pve
(”Percentage Variance Explained”) for loading/factor k is defined as pvek :“
sk{přk sk `řij 1{τijq where sk :“ řijpslki sfkjq2. It is a measure of the amount
of signal in the data captured by loading/factor k (but its naming as ”percent-
age variance explained” should be considered loose since the factors are not
orthogonal).
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Fig 5: Results from running flash on GTEx data (factors 15 - 26)
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factor 7 ; pve: 0.008 factor 8 ; pve: 0.006
factor 5 ; pve: 0.01 factor 6 ; pve: 0.009
factor 3 ; pve: 0.013 factor 4 ; pve: 0.011
factor 1 ; pve: 0.648 factor 2 ; pve: 0.021
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Fig 6: Results from running softImpute on GTEx data (factors 1-8). The factors
are both less sparse and less interpretable than the flash results.
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6.1. Orthogonality constraint
Our formulation here does not require the factors or loadings to be orthogonal.
In scientific applications we do not see any particular reason to expect under-
lying factors to be orthogonal. However, imposing such a constraint could have
computational or mathematical advantages. Formally adding such a constraint
to our objective function seems tricky, but it would be straightforward to mod-
ify our algorithms to include an orthogonalization step each update. This would
effectively result in an EB version of the SSVD algorithms in Yang et al. (2014),
and it seems likely to be computationally faster than our current approach. One
disadvantage of this approach is that it is unclear what optimization problem
such an algorithm would solve (but the same is true of SSVD, and our algorithms
have the advantage that they deal with missing data.)
6.2. Non-negative matrix factorization
We focused here on the potential for EBMF to induce sparsity on loadings and
factors. However, EBMF can also encode other assumptions. For example, to
assume the loadings and factors are non-negative, simply restrict G to be a fam-
ily of non-negative-valued distributions, yielding “Empirical Bayes non-negative
Matrix Factorization” (EBNMF). Indeed, the ashr software can already solve
the EBNM problem for some such families G, and so flash already implements
EBNMF. In preliminary assessments we found that the greedy approach is prob-
lematic here: the non-negative constraint makes it harder for later factors to
compensate for errors in earlier factors. However, it is straightforward to apply
the backfitting algorithm to fit EBNMF, with initialization by any existing NMF
method. The performance of this approach is an area for future investigation.
6.3. Tensor Factorization
It is also straightforward to extend EBMF to tensor factorization, specifically a
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition (Kolda and Bader, 2009):
Yijm “
Kÿ
k“1
lkifkjhkm ` Eijm (6.1)
lk1, . . . , lkn „iid glk , glk P G (6.2)
fk1, . . . , fkp „iid gfk , gfk P G (6.3)
hk1, . . . , hkr „iid ghk , ghk P G (6.4)
Eijm „iid Np0, 1{τijmq. (6.5)
The variational approach is easily extended to this case (a generalization of
methods in Hore et al., 2016), and updates that increase the objective function
can be constructed by solving an EBNM problem, similar to EBMF. It seems
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likely that issues of convergence to local optima, and the need for good initializa-
tions, will need some attention to obtain good practical performance. However,
results in Hore et al. (2016) are promising, and the automatic-tuning feature of
EB methods seems particularly attractive here. For example, extending PMD
to this case – allowing for different sparsity levels in l, f and h – would require
3 penalty parameters even in the rank 1 case, making it difficult to tune by CV.
6.4. Non-Gaussian errors
It is also possible to extend the variational approximations used here to fit non-
Gaussian models, such as binomial data, using ideas from Jaakkola and Jordan
(2000). This extension is detailed in Wang (2017).
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Appendix A: Variational EBMF with K factors
Here we describe in detail the variational approach to the K factor model,
including deriving updates that we use to optimize the variational objective.
(These derivations naturally include the K “ 1 model as a special case, and our
proof of Proposition 2 below includes Proposition 1 as a special case.)
Let ql, qf denote the variational distributions on the K loadings/factors:
qlpl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lKq “
ź
k
qlkplkq (A.1)
qf pf1, . . . ,fKq “
ź
k
qfkpfkq. (A.2)
The objective function F (2.8) is thus a function of ql “ pql1 , . . . , qlK q, qf “
pqf1 , . . . , qfK q, gl “ pgl1 , . . . , glK q and gf “ pgf1 , . . . , gfK q, as well as the preci-
sion τ :
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q “
ż ź
k
qlkplkqqfkpfkq log ppY, l,f ; gl1 , gf1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , glK , gfK , τ qś
k qlkplkqqfkpfkq
dlk dfk,
(A.3)
“ Eql,qf log ppY |l,f ; τ q `
ÿ
k
Eqlk log
glkplkq
qlkplkq
`
ÿ
k
Eqfk log
gfkpfkq
qfkpfkq
.
(A.4)
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We optimize F by iteratively updating parameters relating to τ , a single load-
ing k pqlk , glkq or factor k pqfk , gfkq, keeping other parameters fixed. We simplify
implementation by keeping track of only the first and second moments of the
distributions qlk and qfk , which we denote
slk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k. We now describe each
kind of update in turn.
A.1. Updates for precision parameters
Here we derive updates to optimize F over the precision parameters τ . Focusing
on the parts of F that depend on τ gives:
F pτ q “ EqlEqf
ÿ
ij
0.5 logpτijq ´ 0.5τijpYij ´
ÿ
k
lkifkjq2 ` const (A.5)
“ 0.5
ÿ
ij
“
logpτijq ` τijĎR2ij‰` const (A.6)
where ĎR2 is defined by:
ĎR2ij :“ Eql,qf rpYij ´ Kÿ
k“1
lkifkjq2s (A.7)
“ pYij ´
ÿ
k
slki sfkjq2 ´ÿ
k
pslkiq2p sfkjq2 `ÿ
k
sl2kiĎf2kj . (A.8)
If we constrain τ P T then we have
τˆ “ arg max
τPT
ÿ
ij
rlogpτijq ´ τijĎR2ijs. (A.9)
For example, assuming constant precision τij “ τ yields:
τˆ “ NPř
ij
ĎR2ij . (A.10)
Assuming column-specific precisions (τij “ τj), which is the default in our
software, yields:
τˆj “ Nř
i
ĎR2ij . (A.11)
Other variance structures are considered in Appendix A.5 of Wang (2017).
A.2. Updating loadings and factors
The following Proposition, which generalizes Proposition 1 in the main text,
shows how updates for loadings (and factors) for the K-factor EBMF model
can be achieve by solving an EBNM problem.
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Proposition 2. For the K-factor model, arg maxqlk ,glk F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q is
solved by solving an EBNM problem. Specifically
arg max
qlk ,glk
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q “ EBNMplˆpRk, sfk,Ďf2k, τ q, slpĎf2k, τ qq (A.12)
where the functions lˆ and sl are given by (2.23) and (2.24), sfk,Ďf2k P Rp denote
the vectors whose elements are the first and second moments of fk under qfk ,
and Rk denotes the residual matrix (3.5).
Similarly, arg maxqfk ,gfk F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q is solved by solving an EBNM
problem. Specifically,
arg max
qfk ,gfk
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q “ EBNMpfˆpRk,slk, sl2k, τ q, sf psl2k, τ qq (A.13)
where the functions fˆ : RnˆpˆRnˆRnˆRnˆp Ñ Rp and sf : RnˆRnˆp Ñ Rp
are given by
fˆpY,v,w, τ qj :“
ř
i τijYijviř
i τijwi
, (A.14)
sf pw, τ qj :“
˜ÿ
i
τijwi
¸´0.5
. (A.15)
A.2.1. A lemma on the normal means problem
To prove Proposition 2 we introduce a lemma that characterizes the solution of
the normal means problem in terms of an objective that is closely related to the
variational objective.
Recall that the EBNM model is:
x “ θ ` e (A.16)
θ1, . . . , θn „iid g, g P G. (A.17)
where ei „ Np0, s2i q.
Solving the EBNM problem involves estimating g by maximum likelihood:
gˆ “ arg max
gPG lpgq, (A.18)
where
lpgq “ log ppx|gq. (A.19)
It also involves finding the posterior distributions:
ppθ|x, gˆq “
ź
j
ppθj |x, gˆq9
ź
j
gˆpθjqppxj |θj , sjq. (A.20)
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Lemma 2. Solving the EBNM problem also solves:
min
qθ,gPG
FNMpqθ, gq (A.21)
where
FNMpqθ, gq “ Eqθ
«
´1
2
ÿ
j
pAjθ2j ´ 2Bjθjq
ff
` Eqθ log gpθqqθpθq ` const (A.22)
with Aj “ 1{s2j and Bj “ xj{s2j , and gpθq :“
ś
j gpθjq.
Equivalently, (A.21)-(A.22) is solved by g “ gˆ in (A.18) and qθ “ ppθ|x, gˆq
in (A.20), with xj “ Bj{Aj and s2j “ 1{Aj.
Proof. The log likelihood can be written as
lpgq :“ logrppx|gqs (A.23)
“ logrppx,θ|gq{ppθ|x, gqs (A.24)
“
ż
qθpθq log ppx,θ|gq
ppθ|x, gqdθ (A.25)
“
ż
qθpθq log ppx,θ|gq
qθpθq dθ `
ż
qθpθq log qθpθq
ppθ|x, gqdθ (A.26)
“ FNMpqθ, gq `DKLpqθ||pθ|x,gq (A.27)
where
FNMpqθ, gq “
ż
qθpθq log ppx,θ|gq
qθpθq dθ (A.28)
and
DKLpqθ||pθ|x,gq “ ´
ż
qθpθq log ppθ|x, gq
qθpθq dθ (A.29)
Here pθ|x,g denotes the posterior distribution ppθ|x, gq. This identity holds for
any distribution qθpθq.
Rearranging (A.27) gives:
FNMpqθ, gq “ lpgq ´DKLpqθ||pθ|x,gq. (A.30)
Since DKLpqθ||pθ|x,gq ě 0, with equality when qθ “ pθ|x,g, FNMpqθ, gq is maxi-
mized over qθ by setting qθ “ pθ|x,g. Further
max
qθ
FNMpqθ, gq “ lpgq, (A.31)
so
arg max
gPG maxqθ
FNMpqθ, gq “ arg max
gPG lpgq “ gˆ. (A.32)
It remains only to show that FNM has the form (A.22).
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By (A.16) and (A.17), we have
log ppx,θ|gq “ ´1
2
ÿ
j
s´2j pxj ´ θjq2 ` log gpθq ` const. (A.33)
Thus
FNMpqθ, gq “ Eqθ
«
´1
2
ÿ
j
pAjθ2j ´ 2Bjθjq
ff
` Eqθ log gpθqqθpθq ` const. (A.34)
A.2.2. Proof of Proposition 2
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2.
Proof. We prove the first part of the proposition since the proof for the second
part is essentially the same.
The objective function (A.3) is:
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q “ Eql,qf log ppY |l,f ; τ q `
ÿ
k
Eqlk log
glkplkq
qlkplkq
`
ÿ
k
Eqfk log
gfkpfkq
qfkpfkq
(A.35)
“ Eqlk
«
´1
2
ÿ
i
pAikl2ki ´ 2Biklkiq
ff
` Eqlk log
glkplkq
qlkplkq
` C1
(A.36)
where C1 is a constant with respect to qlk , glk and
Aik “
ÿ
j
τijEqf pf2kjq (A.37)
Bik “
ÿ
j
τij
`
RkijEqf fkj
˘
. (A.38)
Based on Lemma 2, we can solve this optimization problem (A.36) by solving
the EBNM problem with:
xi “
ř
j τij
`
RkijEqf fkj
˘ř
j τijEqf pf2kjq
(A.39)
s2i “ 1ř
j τijEqf pf2kjq
. (A.40)
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A.3. Algorithms
Just as with the rank 1 EBMF model, the updates for the rank K model require
only the first and second moments of the variational distributions q. Thus we
implement the updates in algorithms that keep track of the first moments (sl :“
psl1, . . . ,slKq and sf :“ p sf1, . . . , sfKq) and second moments (sl2 :“ psl21, . . . , sl2Kq
and Ďf2 :“ pĎf21, . . . ,Ďf2Kq), and the precision τ .
Algorithm 3 implements a basic update for τ , and for the parameters relating
to a single factor k (slk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k). Note that the latter updates are identical
to the updates for fitting the single factor EBMF model, but with Yij replaced
with the residuals obtained by removing the estimated effects of the other k´ 1
factors.
Algorithm 3 Single-factor update for EBMF (rank K)
Require: A data matrix Y (nˆ p)
Require: A function, ebnmpx, sq Ñ psθ,Ďθ2q, that solves the EBNM problem (2.15)-(2.16) and
returns the first and second posterior moments (2.19)-(2.20).
Require: Current values for first moments sl :“ psl1, . . . , slKq and sf :“ p sf1, . . . , sfKq.
Require: Current values for second moments sl2 :“ p sl21, . . . , sl2Kq and Ďf2 :“ pĎf21, . . . ,Ďf2Kq.
Require: An index k indicating which loading/factor to compute updated values for.
1: Compute matrix of expected squared residuals, ĎR2, using (A.7)
2: τj Ð n{ři ĎR2ij . [Assumes column-specific variances; can be modified to make other
assumptions.]
3: Compute residual matrix Rk :“ Y ´řk1‰k slk1 sfTk1 .
4: Compute lˆpRk, sfk,Ďf2k, τ q and its standard error slpτ ,Ďf2kq, using (2.23) and (2.24).
5: pslk, sl2kq Ð ebnmplˆ, slq.
6: Compute fˆpRk, slk, sl2k, τ q and its standard error sf p sl2, τkq.
7: p sfk,Ďf2kq Ð ebnmpfˆ , sf q.
8: return updated values slk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k, τ .
Based on these basic updates we implemented two algorithms for fitting the
K-factor EBMF model: the greedy algorithm, and the backfitting algorithm, as
follows.
A.3.1. Greedy Algorithm
The greedy algorithm is a forward procedure that, at the kth step, adds new
factors and loadings lk, fk by optimizing over qlk , qfk , glk , gfk while keeping the
distributions related to previous factors fixed. Essentially this involves fitting the
single-factor model to the residuals obtained by removing previous factors. The
procedure stops adding factors when the estimated new factors (or loadings) are
identically zero. The algorithm as follows:
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Algorithm 4 Greedy Algorithm for EBMF
Require: A data matrix Y (nˆ p)
Require: A function, ebnmpx, sq Ñ psθ,Ďθ2q, that solves the EBNM problem (2.15)-(2.16) and
returns the first and second posterior moments (2.19)-(2.20).
Require: A function, initpY q Ñ pl;fq that provides initial estimates for the loadings and
factors (see Section 4.2).
Require: A function single updatepY, sl, sf , sl2,Ďf2, kq Ñ pslk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k, τ q implementing
Algorithm 3.
1: initialize K Ð 0.
2: repeat
3: K Ð K ` 1.
4: Compute residual matrix Rij “ Yij ´řK´1k“1 slki sfkj .
5: Initialize first moments pslK , sfKq Ð initpRq.
6: Initialize second moments by squaring first moments: sl2K Ð sl2K ; Ďf2K Ð sf2K .
7: repeat
8: pslK , sl2K , sfK ,Ďf2K , τ q Ð single updatepY, sl, sl2, sf ,Ďf2,Kq
9: until converged
10: until sfK is identically 0 or slK is identically 0.
11: return sl, sl2, sf ,Ďf2, τ
A.3.2. Backfitting Algorithm
The backfitting algorithm iteratively refines a fit of K factors and loadings, by
updating them one at a time, at each update keeping the other loadings and
factors fixed. The name comes from its connection with the backfitting algorithm
in Breiman and Friedman (1985), specifically the fact that it involves iteratively
re-fitting to residuals.
Algorithm 5 Backfitting algorithm for EBMF (rank K)
Require: A data matrix Y (nˆ p)
Require: A function, ebnmpx, sq Ñ psθ,Ďθ2q, that solves the EBNM problem (2.15)-(2.16) and
returns the first and second posterior moments (2.19)-(2.20).
Require: A function, initpY q Ñ pl1, . . . , lK ;f1, . . . ,fKq that provides initial estimates for
the loadings and factors (e.g. the greedy algorithm from Appendix A.3.1, or a rank K
SVD).
Require: A function single updatepY, sl, sf , sl2,Ďf2, kq Ñ pslk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k, τ q implementing
Algorithm 3.
1: Initialize first moments psl1, . . . , slK ; sf1, . . . , sfKq Ð initpY q.
2: Initialize second moments by squaring first moments: sl2k Ð sl2k; Ďf2k Ð sf2k . [alternatively
the init function could provide these initial values].
3: repeat
4: for k “ 1, . . . ,K do
5: pslk, sl2k, sfk,Ďf2k, τ q Ð single updatepY, sl, sl2, sf ,Ďf2, kq
6: until converged
7: return sl, sl2, sf ,Ďf2, τ
A.4. Objective function computation
The algorithms above all involve updates that will increase (or, at least, not
decrease) the objective function F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q. However, these updates do
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not require computing the objective function itself. In iterative algorithms it
can be helpful to compute the objective function to monitor convergence (and
as a check on implementation). In this subsection we describe how this can be
done. In essence, this involves extending the solver of the EBNM problem to
also return the value of the log-likelihood achieved in that problem (which is
usually not difficult).
The objective function of the EBMF model is:
F pql, qf , gl, gf , τ q “ Eql,qf log ppY |l,f ; τ q ` Eql log glplqqlplq ` Eqf log
gf pfq
qf pfq
(A.41)
The calculation of Eql,qf log ppY |l,f ; τ q is straightforward and Eql log glplqqlplq and
Eql log
glplq
qlplq can be calculated using the log-likelihood of the EBNM model using
the following Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Suppose gˆ, q solves the EBNM problem with data px, sq:
pgˆ, qq “ EBNMpx, sq, (A.42)
where q :“ pq1, . . . , qnq are the estimated posterior distributions of the normal
means parameters θ1, . . . , θn. Then
Eqplogp
ź
j
gˆpθjq{
ź
j
qjpθjqqq “ lpgˆ;x, sq`1
2
ÿ
j
logp2pis2j q`p1{s2j qpx2j`Eqpθ2j q´2xjEqpθjq
(A.43)
where lpgˆ;x, sq is the log of the likelihood for the normal means problem (??).
Proof. We have from (A.28)
FNMpqθ, gˆq “
ż
qθpθq log ppx,θ|gˆq
qθpθq dθ (A.44)
“
ż
qθpθq log ppx|θqgˆpθq
qθpθq dθ (A.45)
“ Eqplogp
ź
j
gˆpθjq{
ź
j
qjpθjqqq ´ 1
2
Eqr
ÿ
j
logp2pis2j q ` p1{s2j qpxj ´ θjq2s
(A.46)
And the result follows from noting that FNMpqˆ, gˆq “ lpgˆq.
A.5. Inference with Penalty Term
Conceivably, in some settings one might like to encourage solutions to the EBMF
problem be sparser than the maximum-likelihood estimates for gl, gf would pro-
duce. This could be done by extending the EBMF model to introduce a penalty
term on the distributions gl, gf so that the maximum likelihood estimates are
replaced by maximizing a penalized likelihood. We are not advocating for this
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approach, but it is straightforward given existing machinery, and so we docu-
ment it here for completeness.
Let hlpglq and hf pgf q denote penalty terms on gl and gf , so the penalized
log-likelihood would be:
lpgl, gf , τ q :“ logrppY |gl, gf , τ 2qs ` hlpglq ` hf pgf q (A.47)
“ F pq, gl, gf , τ 2q ` hlpglq ` hf pgf q `DKLpq||pq
where F pq, gl, gf , τ 2q and DKLpq||pq are defined in (2.8) and (2.9). And the
corresponding penalized variational objective is:
maxF pq, gl, gf , τ 2q ` hlpglq ` hf pgf q. (A.48)
It is straightforward to modify the algorithms above to maximize this pe-
nalized objective: simply modify the EBNM solvers to solve a corresponding
penalized normal means problem. That is, instead of estimating the prior g
by maximum likelihood, the EBNM solver must now maximize the penalized
log-likelihood:
gˆ “ arg max
gPG lEBNMpgq ` hpgq, (A.49)
where lEBNM denote the log-likelihood for the EBNM problem. (The computa-
tion of the posterior distributions given gˆ is unchanged).
For example, the ashr software (Stephens, 2017) provides the option to in-
clude a penalty on g to encourage overestimation of the size of the point mass
on zero. This penalty was introduced to ensure conservative behavior in False
Discovery Rate applications of the normal means problem. It is unclear that
such a penalty is desirable in the matrix factorization application. However, the
above discussion shows that using this penalty (e.g. within the ebnm function
used by the greedy or backfitting algorithms) can be thought of as solving a
penalized version of the EBMF problem.
Appendix B: Orthogonal Cross Validation
Cross-validation assessments involving “holding out” (hiding) data from meth-
ods. Here we introduce a novel approach to selecting the data to be held out,
which we call Orthogonal Cross Validation (OCV). Although not the main focus
of our paper, we believe that OCV is a novel and appealing approach to selecting
hold-out data for factor models (e.g. when using CV to select an appropriate
dimension K for dimension reduction methods, as in Owen et al. (2016)).
Generic k-fold CV involves randomly dividing the data matrix into k parts
and then, for each part, training methods on the other k´1 parts before assessing
error on that part, as in Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 k-fold CV
1: procedure k-fold cross validation
2: randomly divide data matrix Y into Yp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ypkq with “hold-out” index
Ωp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ωpkq
3: for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k do
4: take Ypiq as missing and run flash
5: Yˆpiq “ ErYΩpiq |Y´Ωpiq s
6: s2i “ ||Yˆpiq ´ YΩpiq ||22
return RMSE: score “
cř
k s
2
k
NP
The novel part of OCV is in how to choose the “hold-out” pattern. We
randomly divide the columns and rows into k sets. and put these sets into k
orthogonal parts, and then take all Yij with the chosen column and row indices
as “hold-out” Ypiq.
To illustrate this scheme, we take 3-fold CV as an example. We randomly
divide the columns into 3 sets and the rows into 3 sets as well. The data matrix
Y is divided into 9 partition (by row and column permutation):
Y “
¨˝
Y11 Y12 Y13
Y21 Y22 Y23
Y31 Y32 Y33
‚˛
Then Yp1q “ tY11, Y22, Y33u, Yp2q “ tY12, Y23, Y31u and Yp3q “ tY13, Y21, Y32u
are orthogonal to each other. Then the data matrix Y is marked as:
Y “
¨˝
Yp1q Yp2q Yp3q
Yp3q Yp1q Yp2q
Yp2q Yp3q Yp1q
‚˛
In OCV, each fold k, Ypkq contains equally balanced part of data matrix and
includes all the row and column indices. This ensures that all i’s and j’s are
included into each Y´pkq. In 3-fold OCV, we have:
Y “
¨˝
Y11 Y12 Y13
Y21 Y22 Y23
Y31 Y32 Y33
‚˛“
»– Lp1qLp2q
Lp3q
fiflˆ “ F p1q F p2q F p3q ‰` E (B.1)
“
¨˝
Yp1q Yp2q Yp3q
Yp3q Yp1q Yp2q
Yp2q Yp3q Yp1q
‚˛“
»–Lp1qF p1q Lp1qF p2q Lp1qF p3qLp2qF p1q Lp2qF p2q Lp2qF p3q
Lp3qF p1q Lp3qF p2q Lp3qF p3q
fifl` E (B.2)
where Yp1q “ tY11, Y22, Y33u, Yp2q “ tY12, Y23, Y31u and Yp3q “ tY13, Y21, Y32u.
We can see for each “hold-out” part, Ypkq, Lp1q, Lp2q, Lp3q and F p1q, F p2q, F p3q
show up once and only once. In this sense the hold-out pattern is “balanced”.
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